Their proof uses a method of successive approximations which goes back to Mittag-Leffler. What we wish to show here is that, although the converse of Behnke-Stein theorem does 188 A. SILVA not obviously hold ( 1 ), there is nevertheless a kind of « weak » converse of it, peculiar to the countable sequence situation.
This result, proved in general for cohomology classes, in the Stein case will sound as follows : X is Stein if and only if for every i there exists / , / > ^ , such that for every k , k > j every holomorphic function on Xy restricted to X^ can be approximated on the compact subset of X^ by restrictions of holomorphic functions on X^ . From that we will derive a condition for the Steiness of X : if H^X, 0) = 0 or (more generally), H^X, 0) is an Hausdorff topological vector space, then X is Stein. As a consequence of this, a further property of the Fornaess 9 manifold will be also shown. A. Markoe has independentely proved (see [12] ) the main result of this work (th. 1.2) for q = 1 . His technique, though, is different. While our method is devised to avoid the use of duality theorems, in order to avoid the problems of separatility arising from such use, Markoe's result relies heavily on RamisRuget-Verdier duality theorems and separation criteria, see [13] .
Preliminaries and notation.
(0.1) The complex analytic spaces considered throughout this paper will have countable topology. The property of an analytic sheaf ^ of being coherent on the complex space X will be denoted by ^ e Coh (X).
If ^-eCoh(X), the groups H^(X,^) ^ Hm W{^,^) are endowed with the inductive topology, (where ^ is a Cech covering and H^,^) ^ ker <^/Im (^_i if
is the coboundary map and the ^(^,^) are endowed with their natural Frechet-Schwartz topology). In view of [4] , Prop. 4, the algebraic isomorphism H^X,^) ^ H^,^), where ^U is a Leray covering is also topological. The inductive topology on H^X,.^) is then identified with the quotient of Frechet topology on ker c^/Im c^_i and it is independent of the particular Leray covering chosen. We will denote in the following the complex of Frechet spaces (^•(^,^'); ?).} by {A-; 8.}.
(0.
2) The projective (inverse) limit of a projective system F = {F^; ij} of topological vector spaces, (TVS), will be denoted by lim . If
is an exact sequence of projective systems of TVS , by taking the projective limit one obtains a left exact sequence of TVS:
Following Roos, A. Ogus, in [14] , has constructed the derived functors Urn 1 (or R 1 Ijm) and has shown that they are zero for i^2, if a runs in a countable sequence of indices. Since the TVS category has not enough injectives, this explicit construction is needed if one wants to consider the exact sequence :
In our situation, it is easy to show that, by functoriality, the derived functors of lim naturally inherit a TVS structure. (0.4) Let {XJ^ be a sequence of complex analytic spaces, with X, <=<= X^+i , ^ , ^ e Coh X and q , q ^ 1 , be a fixed integer. We will say that ({XJ,^) satisfies a weak q'Runge property if for every i, i=0, 1, ..., there is / , / > i , such that for every k , k > / , the restriction maps H^^X^.,^) -> H^-^X^.,^) have dense images in the topology on IP-^X^) induced from the one on W-^X^) ( 2 ).
( 2 ) A formal adaptation of the proof of Lemma p. 246 of [1] shows that this property is equivalent to the following, stronger in appearance : let us denote by X the union u / X/ . Then for every i , there exists j' , j' > i , such that the restriction map H^jX , ^) ->• H^^X-, ^} has dense image in the topology on W-^X. , ^} induced from the one on H^-^X^. , ^} . This will be understood from now on. and such that n{r{[^^~\) -> 0 . cp -p^(cp^) -^ then represents an element in r(Xy,Im 8^-2)? so that there is, for every n , e F(X,,A^) such that p$(<pj -cp + ^ + 8,_,(xJ . Take Z^ in r(X^-2 ) such that: n^iUn), P?(%0)-> 0; (x. exists since A* is flabby). We havê
and the proof of the equivalence is complete.
If q == 1 , we will say that ({XJ,^) satisfies a weak Runge property ( 3 ). 3 ) The example in footnote (1) gives also an example of a pair ({X^-} , 0) with (X^_i , X^) not a Runge pair in the usual sense, but satisfying a weak Runge condition for j == i -(-1 . Indeed every holomorphic function on X^ restricted to X^-can be holomorphically extended to S^ . //*, moreover, the pair ({XJ,^) satisfies a weak q-Runge property, one has also:
This principle holds in more general categories (see [6] ) (*).
In the analytic category the use of more or less stronger version of it has been fundamental in proving the basic results in the theory of Stein spaces (Cartan's theorems A and B) and its generalizations (Andreotti-Grauert finiteness theorems for convex-concave spaces [1] ). (1.1) We wish to prove here the weak converse of BehnkeStein theorem announced in the introduction and to show that it holds also for cohomology classes. Proof. -The proof being rather long let us describe here its main steps. In step (a) we will put on Kf = r(X,,ker 8^) a topology T^ , besides the usual one induced by A.^ = ^{Xi,A r ) that will be denoted by cr, ( 4 ). In step ((B) we will prove that the topologies T^ are topologies of complete TVS , under the assumptions of the theorem. In the final step (y), a contradiction will be found, if we negate the Runge property, based on the fact that every sequence {^j} in K^ , with (^j the restriction to K^ of an element in K, , j> i' , is a Cauchy sequence in the topology T^ .
(a) T^ is described as follows : consider the filtration K,=> pl^K,^) =>...= pJ^K.^) = ... and let us remark that lim B, ^ JJ. K, , so that, if we start
with the topologies T^ on K^ , we can endow Ijm (B,) with the product topology, that we will denote by T . By construction, we have :
If we put (1.5) into (1.4) we obtain : To conclude the proof of ( (3) we will show that (1.7) implies that Kf" 1 is complete in the topology ^ . To see that consider the isomorphisms :
UmB.sn.K., £^ being given by £J on the factor K^ and the identity on the other factors. Then, if lim B, is complete when it is endowed with the topology T , the topology T^ which is the image topology under the projection on the i^ factor, K^ , will be itself complete (Bourbaki, Top. Gen. IX, § 2, 3 rd ed.), and (?) will be proved. But (1.7) implies that Urn TT is an epimorphism of TVS , then the completeness of lim B, in the topology T will follow if we prove that Ijm coker î s isomorphic to the completion (in the sense of Bourbaki, Top. Gen. II, § 3, 3 rd ed.) [Km BJ of Ijm B, . By definition of T , any Cauchy sequence in lim B^ gives a Cauchy sequence in coker z\ for every i , i = 0 , 1 , . . . , so that a map 9: [lim BJ -> lim coker z\ is defined. We want to show that 9 is an isomorphism of TVS; let us determine cp~1. Let t e lim coker s| , t = (^)(gN ? ^ e ^ker sj , and let ^ e B, such that Tr(^) = ^ , and (^)ieN e lim B, . By the convexity of U + p^+^K^J and by (a consequence of) the Hahn-Banach theorem (see f.i. [9] , chapter 15) we can find a linear functional co^ on K( such that K^?^)! ^ 1 and satisfying (1) and (2) . By, if necessary, replacing Y] by CT) for c large enough, (3) is also verified if we set co/, == CT\ .
+00
The series ^ ^i converges to co , co e K^ , in the topology He shows that F is not Stein. From the results of the proceeding sections we obtain an extra property of F :
